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SAI wants to remind readers about some of the new materials on our Website and new programs. Any artists interested in participating in the Featured Artist or Museum Video Projects should contact SAI after reviewing the information about the programs at our website.

Online Educational Modules

- The Seven Ages of Retirement
- Some Basic Facts About Medicare
- Social Security Basics
- Basic Estate Planning Concepts

The videos can be accessed by selecting Educational Videos in the Kaplan Learning Center at the SAI Website.

Featured Artists Program

Video shooting for this new project begins on October 14. With the first of the video about Diane Pieri, a public artist, who is known for her work on the Stoops Project in Manayunk, Philadelphia as well as numerous murals around Philadelphia. We expect to publish the video in December. Learn More >>

Museum Video Program

The Delaware Art Museum and SAI have completed the first two videos which have been shown as part of the Loper Tradition Exhibit and the Mitch Lyons: The Hand Translated Exhibit. Two more videos are in production and will be completed in December. To view the videos follow this link: Learn More >>

Online Educational Modules

- The Seven Ages of Retirement
- Some Basic Facts About Medicare
- Social Security Basics
- Basic Estate Planning Concepts

The videos can be accessed by selecting Educational Videos in the Kaplan Learning Center at the SAI Website.

Informative Writings For Artists

Be sure to check out the interesting article and white papers available at the SAI website. The newest offering is titled Disposition of Inherited Art and others can be reviewed by clicking here.
Exhibits/Events
Tell us about your participation in upcoming exhibits and so we can list them at our website on the Exhibits/Events page.

Brian Peterson, 2015 Senior Artist is having a very successful exhibit titled Opening the Curtain. The exhibit includes Brian’s images, writings, and music. Brian was watched here by local media and a video of the interview can be watched here.

Please Support Senior Artists Initiative
SAI is an all volunteer organization and is supported by donations only. SAI incurs expenses for its website, video hosting provider, and for necessary equipment and supplies. Please consider making a donation to support Senior Artists Initiative. SAI is a 501(c)3 nonprofit so all contributions are tax deductible.
Learn More & Donate>>
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